
The Descendant Episode 1 Friday Special is Live at IndieGala
Only today - The Decsedant is now live at IndieGala's Friday Special. “Friday Special #36 bundle” 

IndieGala Friday Special #36 Bundle named: “Friday Special #36 bundle” (July 29) is LIVE! 

Now you can support indie developers, play The Descendant and save money at the same time, only today! 

Direct Link:  
http://www.indiegala.com/friday

About The Descendant:
THE DESCENDANT is a five part episodic adventure game series where the end of the world is only the start. 

http://www.descendantgame.com/ 

After climate change wrecked the planet, a man-made extinction event wiped humankind off the face of the Earth. Only a few thousand
‘descendants of humanity’ were hand-picked to survive the apocalypse, cryogenically suspended in underground bunkers known as Arks. 

Centuries passed. The world recovered from the nuclear holocaust, and all the Arks reopened, except one — Ark-01. 

Taking place across two timelines, in the past you'll play as Mia, a janitor tasked with keeping the precious descendants housed within Ark-01
alive while the facility continually fails around her, and in the present, you'll play as Donnie, one of the investigators trying to rescue any
surviving descendants trapped within, all while discovering a far greater conspiracy buried within the underground Ark complex. 

Every action and choice you make directly impacts who lives and who dies, leaving the fate of Ark-01, and mankind itself, in your hands. Will
you save mankind? Or doom us all?

Key features:
An episodic adventure spreading across multiple story-rich timelines 
Investigative gameplay, challenging puzzles, tense action sequences 
Meaningful and difficult choices with branching dialogue 
A tailored experience, full of tension and drama 
Every player choice can influence the future of mankind

General questions:
Email: info@gamingcorps.com

IR- och PR related questions:
Email: ir@gamingcorps.com

About Gaming Corps AB: Gaming Corps develops computer games (gaming and casino) based on their own IP’s and well-known international brands. The
Company's shares are traded on Nasdaq First North under the ticker GCOR. The company's Certified Advisor is Remium Nordic AB.


